
Grade 1,  2 & 3
Ice Sculptures!

Welcome families of grade 1, 2 and 3, these are the beautiful ice sculptures your children have made. 
There all very creative and great, we hope you enjoy this presentation!



Room 13’s Ice Sculptures

I find these Sculptures wondrous 
and creative! Especially because 
they are so colorful! The colors are 
all very cool because some of them 
have more than one color in them.



Other awesome ice sculptures from room 13!



Room 2’s Ice Sculptures
These sculptures are very creative 
how room 2 made them balance and 
they stacked them on each other 
,and made a big sculpture all 
together and it looks like an ice 
castle!



Other sculptures from room 2!



Room 20’s Ice sculptures



Room 20, your ice sculptures are great! They are really unique, I like the heart 
one that one is really nice. It was also creative that some of the sculptures had 
some food color, so it would make it look nice and colorful. But of course all of 
them were really good, and they are unique in it’s own way! Great job Room 20, 
You guys Rock! 



Room 21’s Ice sculptures

Room 21, I love the ice. It’s 
really colorful! It’s like a 
rainbow. I like the one with 
the 3 hearts in the ice block, 
it looks like a face, a heart 
face.I also like the the nice 
big towers, that was 
probably really hard.All the 
ice sculptures are really 
good and impressed. It’s 
awesome!





Room 7 has presented us with a very 
colourful ice sculpture and with all of the 
creative and time that was put in to it

Room 7s Terrific Ice Sculptures





Room 7 I think you are a really creative 
class. I really like all of your ice 
sculptures and towers you created.



Room 8’s one in a kind ice sculptures
Room 8 has made a beautiful piece of art 
work with all of the creativity that was put 
in it to make a very unique ice sculpture.





Room 8 you are really clever at building 
ice sculptures and filled with lots of 
creativity and excitement.



Room 9’s awesome ice sculptures       

Room 9 has presented us with some awesome ice sculptures and I can 
tell that you put a lot of time and creativity into it.





Wondrous Ice Sculpture

As you can see room 9 has made these amazing ice sculptures and i 
really like the ice sculpture made out of a glove I find it really creative!!



Room 9 you are filled with lots of 
creativity and you created some 
beautiful ice sculptures to present to all 
of CJP



Here are some of some other Wonderful creations


